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Concept Questions—Eclipse Fundamentals
In this activity you’ll work by yourself or with a small group to answer the following questions.
Your teacher does not expect that you’ll know how to correctly answer each question—getting
the correct answer on the first try is not expected. Instead, the idea is to figure out what
questions you’d like answered about eclipses and the vocabulary involved with eclipses.
1. Which of the following choices correctly describes the alignment of the Sun, Earth, and Moon during a
solar eclipse?
a. Sun, Earth, Moon
b. Sun, Moon, Earth
c. Earth, Sun, Moon
2. What is the phase of the Moon during a solar eclipse?
a. New Moon
b. First quarter
c. Crescent
d. Gibbous
e. Full Moon
3. During a solar eclipse, what objects must be present in the sky?
a. The Moon only
b. The Sun only
c. Both the Moon and the Sun
4. What is the Moon doing in the sky during a solar eclipse?
a. Rising
b. Setting
c. Covering the Sun
5. The Moon will not be in the sky
a. If you are far from the path of the Moon’s shadow on the day of a solar eclipse, what will you
observe in the sky?
b. The Sun being covered by the Moon
c. The Moon entering Earth’s shadow
d. No eclipse at all
6. When the Sun, the Moon, and Earth are all aligned with each other, which of the following is a possible
phase of the Moon?
a. New
b. First quarter
c. Crescent
d. Gibbous
7. Why don’t solar eclipses occur each month?
a. The Moon is not always perfectly aligned with Earth to cast a shadow on it.
b. The Moon’s orbital period is not exactly one month.
c. Solar eclipses DO occur each month somewhere on Earth!

